Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel approach for efficient training of deep neural networks in a bottom-up fashion using a layered structure. Our algorithm, which we refer to as Deep Cascade Learning, is motivated by the Cascade Correlation approach of Fahlman [1] who introduced it in the context of perceptrons. We demonstrate our algorithm on networks of convolutional layers, though its applicability is more general. Such training of deep networks in a cascade, directly circumvents the well-known vanishing gradient problem by ensuring that the output is always adjacent to the layer being trained. We present empirical evaluations comparing our deep cascade training with standard End-End training using back propagation of two convolutional neural network architectures on benchmark image classification tasks (CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100). We then investigate the features learned by the approach and find that better, domain-specific, representations are learned in early layers when compared to what is learned in End-End training. This is partially attributable to the vanishing gradient problem which inhibits early layer filters to change significantly from their initial settings. While both networks perform similarly overall, recognition accuracy increases progressively with each added layer, with discriminative features learnt in every stage of the network, whereas in End-End training, no such systematic feature representation was observed. We also show that such cascade training has significant computational and memory advantages over End-End training, and can be used as a pre-training algorithm to obtain a better performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Deep Convolutional Networks have recently shown impressive results in a range of hard problems in AI, such as computer vision. However there still is not a clear understanding regarding how, and what, they learn. These models are typically trained End-End to capture low and high level features on every convolutional layer. There are still a number of problems with these networks that have yet to be overcome in order to obtain even better performance in computer vision tasks. In particular, one current community-wide trend is to build deeper and deeper networks; during training, these networks fall foul of an issue known as the vanishing gradient problem. The vanishing gradient problem manifests itself in these networks because the gradient-based weight updates derived through the chain rule for differentiation are the products of $n$ small numbers, where $n$ is the number of layers being backward propagated through. In this paper we aim to directly tackle the vanishing gradient problem by proposing a training algorithm that trains the network from the bottom to top layer incrementally, and ensures that the layers being trained are always close to the output layer. This algorithm has advantages in terms of complexity by reducing training time and can potentially also use less memory. The algorithm also has prospective use in building architectures without static depth that adapt their complexity to the data.

Several attempts have been proposed to circumvent complexity in learning. Platt [2] developed the Resource Allocating Network (RAN) that allocates the memory based on the number of captured patterns, and learns these representations quickly. This network was then further enhanced by changing the LMS algorithm to include the extended kalman filter (EKF), and by pruning and replacing it improved in both terms of memory and performance [3], [4]. Further, Shadafan et al present a sequential construction of multi-layer perceptron classifiers trained locally by Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm. Compressing, pruning and binarization of the weights in a deep model have also been developed to diminish the learning complexity of convolutional neural networks [5], [6].

In the late 1980s, Fahlman et al [1] proposed the cascade correlation algorithm/architecture as an approach to sequentially train perceptrons and connect their outputs to perform a single classification. Inspired by this idea, we have developed an approach to cascaded layer-wise learning that can be applied to modern deep neural network architectures that we term Deep Cascade Learning. Our algorithm reduces the memory and time requirements of the training compared to traditional End-End backpropagation, and circumvents the vanishing gradient problem by learning feature representations that have increased correlation with the output on every layer.

Many of the core ideas behind Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) occurred in the late seventies with the Neocognitron model [7] but failed to fully catch on for computational reasons. It was not until the development of LeNet-5 that CNNs took shape [8]. A great contribution to convolutional networks and an upgrade on LeNet style architectures came from generalizing the Deep Belief Network idea [9] to a Convolutional Network [10]. However, with recent community-wide shift towards the use of very large models [11] (e.g. 19.4M parameters) trained on very large datasets [12] (e.g. ImageNet with 1.4M images) using extensive computational resources we see a revolution in achievable performances as well as our thinking about such inference problems. The breakthrough of deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) arrived with the ImageNet competition winner 2012 AlexNet [13]. Since then, deep learning has constantly been pushing the state-of-the-art accuracy in image classification. The community has now been using these extensive convolutional networks architecture not only on classification problems, but in other computer vision and signal processing settings, such as Object Localization [14], Semantic Segmentation [15], Face Recognition and Identification [16], Speech Recognition [17], and Text Detection [18]. Convolutional networks are very
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flexible because they are often trained as feature extractors and not only as classification devices. Furthermore, these nets can not only learn robust feature, but can also learn discriminative binary hash codes [19]. In any case, deep learning still has a long way to go in order to substantially outperform human level knowledge [20], [12].

Recently, networks have increased depth in order to capture low and high level features at different stages of the network. A few years back, the deepest network was AlexNet with five convolutional layers and two dense layers, but now techniques such as the stochastic depth procedure [21] have used more than 1200 layers to increase the performance of the network. The rationale for these deeper networks is that more layers should capture better high level features. However, when performing backpropagation on deep networks, because of the multiplicative effect of the chain rule the magnitude of the gradient is greater on layers that are closer to the input, making the weight updates of the initial layers significantly smaller (layers that are closer to the input then learn at a slower rate). This issue is called the vanishing gradient problem, and it affects every network that is trained with any kind of backpropagation algorithm that has multiple weight layers.

Multiple algorithms have been proposed to overcome the vanishing gradient problem. Residual Networks [11] are non-feedforward networks made of residual blocks, which are composed of convolutional layers, batch normalization [22], and a bypass connection that helps to alleviate the vanishing gradient problem. However, ResNets are equivalent to ensembles of shallow networks and do not fully overcome the vanishing gradient [23]. More recently, Deep Stochastic Depth networks [21] combine the Residual Networks architecture with an extended version of dropout to again further solve the vanishing gradient problem, obtaining improvements of $\sim 1\%$ over ResNets.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section I-A explains the Cascade Learning algorithm and analyses its advantages. Section I-B shows the results and discussion of two experiments performed on two architectures. Finally, Section II summarizes the findings, contributions, and potential further work of this paper.

A. The Deep Cascade Learning Algorithm

In this section we describe the proposed Deep Cascade Learning algorithm and discuss the computational advantages of training in a layer-wise manner. All the code used to generate the results in this manuscript can be found in the GitHub repository available at http://github.com/EnriqueSMarquez/CascadeLearning.

1) Algorithm description: As opposed to the cascade correlation algorithm, which sequentially trains perceptrons, we cascade layers of units. The proposed algorithm allows us to train deep networks in a cascade-like, or bottom up layer-by-layer, manner. For the purposes of this paper, we focus on convolutional neural networks architectures. The deep cascade learning algorithm splits the network into its layers and trains each layer one by one until all the layers in the input architecture have been trained, however, if no architecture is given, one can use the cascade learning to train as many layers as desired (e.g. until the validation error stabilizes). This training procedure allows us to counter the vanishing gradient problem by forcing the network to learn features correlated with the output on each and every layer. The training procedure can be generalized as “several” single layer convolutional neural networks (sub-networks) that interconnect and can be trained one at a time from the bottom up (see Figure 1).

Fig. 1: Overview of Deep Cascade Learning on a convolutional network with $n$ layers. Input$^1$ is the tensor generated by propagating the images through the layers up to and including Conv$^1$−1. Training proceeds layer by layer; at each stage using convolutional layer outputs as inputs to train the next layer. The features are flattened before feeding them to the classification stage. In contrast with the cascade correlation algorithm, the output block is discarded at the end of the iteration (see Algorithm I-A1), and typically it contains a set of fully connected layers with non-linearities and dropout.

The algorithm takes as inputs the hyper-parameters of the training algorithm (e.g. optimizer, loss, epochs) and the model to train. Pseudocode of the Cascade Learning procedure can be found in Algorithm I-A1, and will be referred in further explanations of the algorithm. Learning starts by taking the first layer of the model and connecting it to the output with an ‘output block’ (line 9), which might be several dense layers connected to the output [13], [25], or, as it is sometimes shown in the literature, an average pooling layer and the output layer with an activation function [26]. Training using standard backpropagation then commences (using the pre-supplied parameters, loop in line 11) to learn weights for the first model layer (and the weights for the output block). Once the weights of the first layer have converged, the second layer can be learned by taking the second layer from the input model, connecting it to an output block (with the same form as for the first layer, but potentially different dimensionality), and training it against the outputs with pseudo-inputs created by forward propagating the actual inputs through the (fixed) first layer. This process can then repeat until all layers have been learned. At each stage the pseudo-inputs are generated by forward propagating the actual inputs through all the previously trained layers. It should be noted that once a layers'
weights have been learned that they are fixed for all subsequent layers. Figure 1 gives a graphical overview of the entire process.

Most hyper-parameters in the algorithm remain the same across each layer, however we have found it beneficial to dynamically increase the number of learning epochs as we get deeper into the network. Additionally, we start training the initial layers with orders of magnitude fewer epochs than we would if training End-End. The rationale for this is that each sub-network fits the data faster than the End-End model and we do not want to overfit the data, especially at in the lower layers. Overfitting in the lower layers would severely hamper the generalisation ability of later layers. In our experiments we have found that the number of epochs required to fit the data is dependant on the layer index, if a layer requires \( i_{\text{epochs}} \), the subsequent layer should require \( i_{\text{epochs}} + k \), where \( k \) is a constant whose value is set dependent on the dataset.

A particular advantage of such cascaded training is that the backward propagated gradient is not diminished by hidden layers as happens in the End-End training. This is because every trainable layer is immediately adjacent to the output block. In essence, this should help the network obtain more robust representations at every layer. In Section I-B we demonstrate this by comparing confusion matrices at different layers of networks trained using Deep Cascade Learning and standard End-End backpropagation. The other advantages, as we demonstrate in the following subsections, is that the complexity of learning is reduced over End-End learning, both in terms of training time and memory.

2) Cascade Learning as supervised pre-training algorithm: A particular appeal of deep neural networks is pre-training the weights to obtain a better initialization, and further achieve a better minima. Starting from the work of Hinton et. al on Deep Belief Networks [9], unsupervised learning has been considered in the past as effective pre-training, initializing the weights which are then improved in a supervised learning setting. While this was a great motivation, recent architectures [20] [11] [27], however, have ignored this and focused on pure supervised learning with random initialization.

The cascade learning can be used to initialize the filters in a CNN and diminish the impact of the vanishing gradient problem. After the weights have been pre-trained using cascade learning, the network is tuned using traditional End-End training (both stages are supervised). When applying this procedure it is imperative to re-initialize the output block after pre-training the network, otherwise the network would rapidly reach the sub-optimal minimum obtained by the cascade learning. This does not provide better performance in terms of accuracy. In later sections we discuss how this technique may lead the network to better generalization.

3) Time Complexity: In a convolutional neural network the time complexity of the convolutional layers is:

\[
O\left( \sum_{l=1}^{d} n_{l-1} s_{l}^2 n_{l} m_{l}^2 i_{l} \right), \tag{1}
\]

where \( i \) is the number of training iterations, \( l \) is the layer index, \( d \) is the last layer index, \( n \) is the number of filters, \( s \) and \( m \) is the size of the input and output (spatial size) respectively\(^1\) [28].

Training a convolutional neural network using the Deep Cascade Learning algorithm changes the time complexity as follows:

\[
O\left( \sum_{l=1}^{d} n_{l-1} s_{l}^2 n_{l} m_{l}^2 i_{l} \right), \tag{2}
\]

\(^1\)Note that this is the time complexity of a single forward pass; training increases this by a constant factor of about 3.
where \( i_l \) represents the number of training iterations for the \( l \)-th layer. The main difference between both equations is the number of epochs for every layer, in Equation 1 \( i \) is constant while in Equation 2 depends on the layer index. Note in this analysis, we have purposefully ignored the cost of performing the forward passes to compute the pseudo-inputs as this is essentially ‘free’ if the algorithm is implemented in two threads (see below). The number of iterations in the cascade algorithm depends on the dataset and the model architecture. The algorithm proportionally increases the number of epochs on every iteration since the early layers must not be overfit, while later layers should be trained to more closely fit the data. In practice, as shown in the simulations (Section I-B), one can choose each \( i_l \) such that \( i_1 << i \) and \( i_L \leq i \), and obtain almost equivalent performance to the End-End trained network in a much shorter period of time. If \( \sum_{l=1}^{d} i_l = i \), the time complexity of both training algorithms is the same, noting that improvements coming from caching the pseudo-inputs are not considered.

There are two main ways of implementing the algorithm. The best and most efficient approach is by saving the pseudo-inputs on disk once they have been computed; in order to compute the pseudo-inputs for the next layer one only has to forward propagate the cached pseudo-inputs through a single layer. An alternate, naive, approach would be implementing the algorithm using two threads (or two GPUs), with one thread using the already trained layers to generate the pseudo-inputs on demand, and the other thread training the current layer. The disadvantage of this is that it would require the input to be forward propagated on each iteration. The first approach can further drastically decrease the runtime of the algorithm and the memory required to train the model at the expense of disk space used for storing cached pseudo-inputs.

4) Space Complexity: When considering the space complexity and memory usage of a network, we have to both consider the number of parameters of the model, but also the amount of data that needs to be in memory in order to perform training of those parameters. In standard End-End backpropagation, intermediary results (e.g. response maps from convolutional layers and vectors from dense layers) need to be stored for an iteration of backpropagation. With modern hardware and optimisers (based on variants of mini-batch stochastic gradient descent) we usually consider batches of data to be forward propagated on demand. The key point to note from Table I is that as the model gets bigger, the amount of memory required for both parameters and for data storage of End-End training increases. With our proposed cascade learning approach, this is not the case; the total memory complexity is purely a function of the most complex cascaded sub-network (network trained in one iteration of the cascade learning). In the case of all the above VGG-style networks, this happens very early on in the cascading process. More specifically this happens when cascading the second layer, as can be seen in Table II, which illustrates that after the second layer (or more concretely after the first max-pooling) the complexity of subsequent iterations of cascading reduces. The assumption in computing the numbers in this table is that the output blocks mirrored those of the end to end training and had 512, 256 and 10 units respectively.

The key point to note from Table I is that as the model gets bigger, the amount of memory required for both parameters and for data storage of End-End training increases. With our proposed cascade learning approach, this is not the case; the total memory complexity is purely a function of the most complex cascaded sub-network (network trained in one iteration of the cascade learning). In the case of all the above VGG-style networks, this happens very early on in the cascading process. More specifically this happens when cascading the second layer, as can be seen in Table II, which illustrates that after the second layer (or more concretely after the first max-pooling) the complexity of subsequent iterations of cascading reduces. The assumption in computing the numbers in this table is that the output blocks mirrored those of the end to end training and had 512, 256 and 10 units respectively.

If we consider Tables I and II together, we can see with
the architectures in question that for smaller networks the end to end training will use less memory (although it is slower), whilst for deeper networks the cascading algorithm will require less peak memory whilst bringing time complexity reductions. Given that the bulk of the space complexity for cascading comes as a result of the potentially massive number of trainable parameters in connecting the feature maps from the early convolutional layers to the first layer of output block, an obvious question is could we change the output block specification to reduce the space complexity for these layers? Whilst not the key focus of this manuscript, initial experiments described in Section I-B1a start to explore the effect of reduced complexity output blocks on overall network classification performance.

B. Experiments

The first experiment was performed on a less complex backpropagation problem and not on a CNN as explained in Section I-A. We decided to execute this experiment to quickly determine the efficiency of cascade learning. In this case we have chosen a small three hidden layers Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) applied on the flattened MNIST dataset. The results show that this algorithm is feasible and can obtain better generalization in early stages of the network with small improvements (~0.5%). This was a preliminary experiment, details can be found in the github repository.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the Deep Cascade Learning algorithm, we apply it to two widely known architectures: a ‘VGG-style’ network [25], and the ‘All CNN’ [26]. We have chosen these architectures for several reasons. Firstly, they are still extensively used in the computer vision community, and secondly, they inspired state of the art architectures, such as ResNets and FractalNets. Explicitly, the VGG net shows how small filters (3x3) can capture patterns at different scales by just performing enough subsampling. The All CNN gave the idea of performing the subsampling with an extra convolutional layer rather than a pooling layer, and performs the classification using global average pooling and a dense layer to diminish the complexity of the network. The representations learned in each layer through End-End training are compared to the ones generated by Deep Cascade Learning. In order to make a layer-wise comparison we first train an End-End model, and then use the already trained filters to train classifiers by attaching and training output blocks (the model layer weights are fixed at this point however in contrast to cascade learning). The training parameters of the models remain as similar as possible to make a fair comparison.

The learning rate in both experiments is diminished when the validation error plateaus. Taking into account that the dataset is noisy and the error does not necessarily decrease after every epoch, we evaluate the performance after each epoch to determine whether the learning rate should be changed. More specifically, we use a mean-window approach that computes the average of the last five epochs and the last ten epochs, and if the difference is negative then the learning rate is decreased by a factor of ten. The size of the window was tuned for the cascade learning only; if this approach is used in other training procedures it might be necessary to increase the size of the window.

The increase in the epochs in the cascade algorithm varies depending on the dataset. We performed experiments with an initial number of epochs ranging from ten to one hundred without any real change in the overall result, hence ten epochs as starting point is the most convenient. In all the experiments presented here, every layer iteration initialises a new output block, which in this case consists of two dense layers with ReLu activation [29]. The number of neurons in the first layer will depend on the dimensionality of the input vector, it may vary between 64 to 512 units, the second layer contains half as many units as in the first layer. The final layer uses Softmax activation and 10 or 100 units depending on the dataset.

Datasets: We have performed experiments using the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [30] image classification datasets, which have 10 and 100 target labels respectively. Both datasets contain 60k RGB 32x32 images split in three sets: 45k images for training, 5k images for validation, and 10k images for testing. In our experiments the datasets were normalized and whitened, however we performed no further data augmentation, similar to the Stochastic Depth procedure [21].

1) CIFAR-10:

VGG-style networks: The VGG network uses a weight decay of 0.001, and stochastic gradient descent with a starting learning rate of 0.01. Our VGG model contains six convolutional layers, starting with 128 3x3 filters and duplicating them after a MaxPooling layer. The initial weights remained the same in the networks trained by the two approaches to make the convergence comparable.

a) Space complexity and output block specifications.: In order to test the memory complexity of this network we must take into account the output block specifications. Specifically, we must consider the first fully connected layer, which in most networks contains the biggest number of trainable parameters, particularly when connected to an early convolutional layer (see Section I-A4). On the first iteration of cascade learning, the output is 128x32x32, hence, the number of neurons (n) in the first fully connected layer must be small enough to avoid running out of memory but without jeopardising robustness in terms of predictive accuracy. We have performed an evaluation by cascading this architecture with output blocks with a range of different parameter complexities. Table III shows the number of parameters of every layer as well as the performance for output blocks with first fully connected layer sizes of \( n = \{64, 128, 256, 512\} \). In terms of parameters, cascade learning for early iterations can require more space than the entire End-End network unless the overall model is deep. The impact of this disadvantage can be overcome by choosing a smaller \( n \), and as shown in Table III, the hit on accuracy need not be particularly high when compared to the reduction in parameters and saving of memory.

Reducing the number of units can efficiently diminish the parameters of the network. However, in cases where the input image is massive, more advanced algorithms to counter the exploding number of parameters are applicable, such as Tensorizing Neural Networks and Hashed Nets[31], [32]. Based
Fig. 2: Time complexity comparison between cascade learning, End-End, and pretrained using cascade learning (see section I-B3 for details and results on pretraining using cascade learning). Multiple VGG networks were executed within a range of, (left) starting number of epochs (10-100), (right) depth (3,6,9). Black pentagons represent runs executing the naive approach for both Cascade Learning and the pretraining stage. Solid blue dots represent optimal run, which caches the pseudo-inputs after every iteration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Regime</th>
<th>Iter.</th>
<th>64 param.</th>
<th>128 param.</th>
<th>256 param.</th>
<th>512 param.</th>
<th>acc.</th>
<th>acc.</th>
<th>acc.</th>
<th>acc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.4e6</td>
<td>1.7e7</td>
<td>3.4e7</td>
<td>6.7e7</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.5e6</td>
<td>1.7e7</td>
<td>5.4e7</td>
<td>6.7e7</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5e6</td>
<td>4.4e6</td>
<td>8.6e6</td>
<td>9.1e6</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.5e6</td>
<td>8.6e6</td>
<td>1.4e7</td>
<td>3.4e7</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.8e6</td>
<td>9.4e6</td>
<td>1.7e7</td>
<td>3.4e7</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.6e6</td>
<td>2.7e6</td>
<td>4.8e6</td>
<td>9.1e6</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-End</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.8e6</td>
<td>3.9e6</td>
<td>6.0e6</td>
<td>1.0e7</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Parameter complexity comparison using different output block specifications. Shows the effect of using between 64 and 512 units in the first fully connected layer (which is most correlated with the complexity). (Left) number of parameters, (Right) accuracy. Bottom row shows the parameters complexity of the End-End model. The increase in memory complexity on early stages can be naively reduced by decreasing $n$. Potentially, memory reduction techniques on the first fully connected layer are applicable at early stages of the network. Later layers are less complex.

on their findings, applying those types of transformations to the first fully connected layer should not affect the results.

b) Training time complexity and relationship with depth and starting number of epochs: Equation 2 is dependant on the starting number of epochs $i_l$ and its proportionality with depth. In Figure 2 We explored the affect of the time complexity by these two variables. To reproduce the left figure, several networks were cascaded with $i_l = [10, 30, 50, 70, 100]$, the overall required time is not drastically affected by $i_l$. For this particular experiment if $i_l > 50$, each iteration is more likely to be stopped early due to overfitting. The right figure shows the results on a similar experiment with varying network depth ($d = [3, 6, 9]$). Cascading shallow networks outperforms End-End training in terms of time. The epochs update constant ($k$ in I-A1) should be minimized on deeper networks to avoid an excessive overall number of epochs. Both figures show the importance of caching the pseudo-inputs, the black pentagons (naive run) are shifted to the right in relation to solid blue dots (enhanced run).

Figure 3 shows confusion matrices from both algorithms across the classifiers trained on each layer. In this experiment we found that the features learnt using the cascade algorithm are less noisy, and more correlated with the output in most stages of the network. The results of the experiment shows that the features learnt using the End-End training in the first and second layer are not correlated with the output; in this case the trained output block classifier always makes the same
prediction, and hence the feature vector is not sparse at all. The third layer starts building the robustness of the features with an accuracy of 67.2%, and the peak is reached in the last layer with 85.6%. In contrast, with the cascade learning, discriminative features are learnt on every layer of the network. At the third layer, classes such as airplane and ship are strongly correlated with the features generated in both cases. The End-End training mostly fails to generalize correctly in classes related to animals.

Fig. 4: Comparison of confusion matrices in a The All CNN network trained using the cascade algorithm and the End-End training on CIFAR-10. Features learnt by cascading the layers are less noisy, and more stable.

On every iteration of the cascade algorithm, the sub-networks have a tendency to overfit the data. However, this is not entirely a problem as we have found that overfitting mostly occurs in the dense layers connected in the output block, and those are not part of the resulting model. In this way, we avoid generating overfitted pseudo-inputs for the next iteration, hence disconnecting the dense layers works as a matter of regularisation.

One of the ways of determining if the vanishing gradient problem has been somehow diminished is by observing the filters/weights on the first layer (the most affected one by this issue). If the magnitude of the gradient in the first layer is small, then the filters do not change much from the initialized one. Figure 5 shows the filters learnt using both algorithms. The cascade algorithm learnt a range of different filters with different orientation and frequency responses, while using an End-End training the filters learnt are less representative. Some filters in the End-End training are overlapping, this generates a problem since the information that is being captured is redundant.

It is naive to assume the problem is alleviated because the filters on the cascade learning are further apart from the initial filters. Hence, to complement the visualization of the filters, we calculated the magnitude of the gradient after every mini-batch forward pass on both cascade learning and End-End and plotted the results on Figure 6. For the End-End training, the gradient was computed at every convolutional layer for all the epochs. For the Cascade Learning, the gradients were calculated on every iteration on the core correspondent convolutional layer. The curves are generated by averaging the mini-batch gradients in each epoch.

In contrast with Cascade Learning, the magnitude of the gradients of End-End training, on early layers, is significantly smaller than those on deeper layers. Overall, the gradients are higher for the Cascade Learning. Cascade Learning requires fewer epochs with high updates on the weights to quickly fit the data on every iteration. With End-End training the opposite occurs; it requires more epochs (because of the small updates) to fit the data.

The All CNN: This architecture contains only convolutional layers, the downsampling is performed by using a convolutional layer with stride of 2 rather than a pooling operation. It also performs the classification by downsampling the image until the dimensionality of the output matches the targets. The All CNN paper [26] describes three model architectures. We have performed our experiments using model C which contains seven core convolutional layers, and four 1x1 convolutional layers to perform the classification with an average pooling and softmax layers as the output block. In the case where the output block contains an average pooling and a softmax activation, each layer would learn the filters required to classify the data and not to generate robust filters. Hence, to make a fair comparison of the filters we have changed the output block of The All CNN to three dense layers with softmax activation at the end. In the All CNN report it is stated that changing the output block may results in a decrease of the performance, however in this study we aim to fairly compare both algorithms in every stage rather than final classification result. The parameters used when cascading this architecture varies between $2.7 \times 10^6$ and $0.33 \times 10^6$; on the other hand the end to end training requires us to store $1.3 \times 10^6$ parameters.

The All CNN, using an End-End training, learns better representations on early layers than the VGG style net. The first convolutional layer achieves a performance in the orders of 20% by learning three classes at the most, this can be observed in the confusion matrix in Figure 4. In contrast with the End-End training, the accuracy when cascading this architecture progressively increases with the iterations, learning discriminative representations at every stage of the network going from 65% to 83.4%.

Figure 7 compares the performance of both algorithms on each layer. The accuracy in the cascade learning increases with the number of layers. In addition, the variance of the performance is very low in comparison with the End-End, because it forces the network to learn similar filters in every run, decreasing the impact of a poor initialization.

We have found that for a given iteration more than 50 epochs are not necessary to achieve a reasonable level of accuracy without overfitting the data. We also tested the time complexity of this model within a range of starting epochs...
Fig. 6: Magnitude of the gradient after every mini-batch forward pass on the convolutional layers of the End-End training (right), and the concatenated gradients of every Cascade Learning (left) iteration. Vertical lines represent the start of a new iteration. Curves were smoothed by averaging the gradients (of every batch) on every epoch.

Fig. 7: Performance on every layer on both architectures, (top) VGG, (bottom) The All CNN. Cascade learning has a lower variance making the initialization less relevant to the classification at each layer. It also shows a progressive increase in the performance without the fluctuations presented in the End-End training.

2) CIFAR-100: Similarly to the previous experiments, we tested the time complexity from 10 starting epochs to 50 (epochs increase by ten on every iteration with a ceiling on 50). The time complexity for The All CNN model C is reduced by $\sim 2.5$ regardless of the starting number of epochs.

3) Pre-training with cascade learning: In the experimental work described so far, the main advantages of cascade learning come from: (a) reduced computation, albeit at the loss of some
Fig. 8: Performance comparison on CIFAR-10 between pre-trained network and random initialization, (left) VGG, (right) The All CNN. The step bumps in the Cascade learning are generated due to the start of a new iteration or changes in the learning rate.

performance in comparison to End-End training; and (b) a better representation at intermediate layers. We next sought to explore if the representations learned by the computationally efficient cascading approach could form good initialisations of End-End trained networks and achieve performance improvements.

The weights are initialised randomly. Then the procedure is divided into two stages: firstly, we cascade the network with the minimum number of epochs to diminish its time complexity. Finally, the network is fine tuned using a back-propagation and stochastic gradient descent, similarly to the End-End training. We applied this technique using a VGG style network and The All CNN. For more details on the architectures refer to Section I-B1.

Figure 8 shows the difference in performance given random and cascade learning initialisation. The learning curves in the figures are for the VGG and The All CNN architectures trained on CIFAR-10. The improvements in testing accuracy varies between ∼2 to ∼3% for the experiments developed in this section. However, the most interesting property comes as a consequence of the variation of the resulting weights after executing the cascade learning. As shown in the previous section this variation is significantly smaller in contrast with its End-End counterpart. Hence, the results obtained after pre-initializing the network are more stable and less affected by poor initialization. Results on Figure 2 show that even including the time of the tuning training stage, the time complexity can be reduced if the correct parameters for the cascade learning are chosen. It is important to mention that, the End-End training typically requires up to 250 epochs, while the tuning stage may only require a small fraction since the training is stopped when the training accuracy reaches ∼0.999.

The filters generated by the cascade learning filters are slightly overfitted (first layer typically achieves ∼60% on unseen data and ∼95% on training data) as opposed to the End-End training, on which the filters are more likely to be close to its initialization. By pre-training with cascade learning, the network learns filters that are in between both scenarios (under and overfitness), this behaviour can be spotted on Figure 9.

Figure 10 shows the test accuracy during training of a cascaded pre-trained VGG model on CIFAR-100. Improvements of ∼2.5% were achieved in the final classification. More details on this experiment are available in the GitHub repository accompanying this paper.

![Fig. 10: Performance comparison between pretrained network and random initialization on CIFAR-100 using a VGG network.](image)

II. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed a new supervised learning algorithm to train deep neural networks. We validate our technique by studying an image classification problem on two widely used network architectures. The vanishing gradient problem is diminished by our Deep Cascade Learning, because it is focused on learning more robust features and filters in early layers of the network. In addition, the time complexity is reduced because it no longer needs to forward propagate the data through the already trained layers on every epoch. In our experiments the memory complexity is decreased more than three times for the VGG style network and four times for
The All CNN. Standard End-End training has a high variance in the performance, meaning that the initialization plays an important role in ensuring a good minimum is reached by each layer. Deep Cascade Learning generates a more stable output on every stage by learning similar representations at every run. In addition, the cascade learning algorithm has demonstrated to scale in 10 and 100 class problems, and shows improvements in the features that are learnt across the stages of the network. Using this algorithm allows us to train deeper networks without the need to store the entire network in memory. It should be noted that our algorithm is not aimed at obtaining better performance than standard approaches, but with significant reduction in the memory and time requirements. We have shown that if improvements in generalization are expected, this algorithm has to be used as a pre-training algorithm technique.

There are many questions that are still yet to be answered. How deep can this algorithm go without losing robustness? We believe that if the performance cannot be improved by appending a new convolutional layer, \( l \), it should at least be as good as in the previous layer, \( l - 1 \), by learning filters that directly map the input to the output (filters with 1 in the centre, and zero in the borders). This might not happen because the layer might quickly find a local minimum. This could be avoided with a different type of initialization; most probably one specialised for this algorithm. Our immediate next steps include observing how deep can the cascading algorithm can go without losing performance, similar to the experiment performed with Deep Residual Network [11] and Fractal Networks [27], in order to measure to what extent the vanishing gradient problem is solved. In [11], the accuracy diminished when they went beyond 1200 layers, and hence the vanishing gradient problem was not entirely circumvented. We believe this algorithm might be able to go deeper without losing performance by partially overcoming the vanishing gradient problem, learning “mapping” filters to maintain the features sparseness, and learn a bigger set of high level features. In addition, the Deep Cascade Learning has the potential to find the number of layers required to fit a certain problem (adaptive architecture), similarly to the Cascade Correlation [1], Infinite Restricted Boltzmann Machine [33], and AdaNet [34].
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